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Abstract

For at least 10 years, the nuclear industry designs and licences specific digital safety-critical
systems (IEC 1226 class A). One key issue for future programs is to design and licence safety-related
systems providing more complex functions and using Commercial-Off-The-Shelf components.

This issue is especially raised for Reactor automation and Man-Machine-Interface. The usual
I&C (Instrumentation & Control) organisation for these functions is based on redundancy between a
commercial, up-to-date, unclassified « normal » system and a simplified classified « back-up » system
using traditional technologies. It clearly appears that such organisation is not satisfying from the point
of view of people who have actually to operate these systems: The operator is supposed not to trust
the normal system and rely on the back-up system which is less helpful and that he use very few.

This paper presents a new approach to that problem using COTS components in low-level
layers, safety architecture and mechanisms at medium level layer (GUARDS architecture developed
in the current ESPRIT project n° 20716), and a pre-validated functional layer. The aim of this solution
is to comply with the « future » IEC 1226 class B requirements, at lower overall cost (design,
implementation, licensing, long term confidence). This approach is illustrated by its application in
Man-Machine-Interface (MMI) for our future program of Nuclear submarine.

1. BACKGROUND

In the beginning of the '80s the industry of safety-critical processes (avionics, nuclear,
railways,....) introduced the digital technology in I&C. Specific proprietary solution were
developed and licensing standards were issued (IEC 880, DO 178,...). Today, these solutions
are qualified and full authority safety-critical systems are in service. For licensing constraints
he strategy is: « We do all what we can do develop these system with very high quality
standards and to keep them as simple as possible »

Meanwhile, a less stringent effort has been made for other systems (automatism,
regulations, MMI,....), to define the reasonable level of constraints in the validation/licensing
process. However, these "safety-related" systems are actually strongly involved in the plant
safety (this is especially true for Submarine applications where reactor-shutdown-state is not
actually "safe" for the point of view of platform safety).

During the '80s the classical approach consisted in using some state-of-the-art
unclassified commercial system backed-up by simpler classified systems based on traditional
technologies. However, this approach leads to complex issues concerning (i) the consistency
between primary and backup system and (ii)the discontinuities in the operator's thought
process, if the primary system fails.
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It's obviously not satisfying to have, on one hand a « normal system » that is very
helpful for operator, but on which he cannot rely because of its complexity and low level of
guaranteed dependability, and on the other hand a back-up system that is very simple, using
traditional technologies in which the operator is supposed to rely, but that is less helpful and
that he never uses. Consequently, our future program will be based on the following strategy :

"The system the operator usually use, is the system in which he can trust, and then, the system
that must be demonstrated as actually dependable ".

Hence, the primary system must be classified at high level (for instance level B). In
that case, if a back-up system exists (due to defence-in-depth considerations), it can be
classified at lower level.

2. A "REASONABLE INTRODUCTION" OF COTS

For some years, there is a trend to avoid specific designs and adopt « Off-the shelf»
solutions, for obvious considerations of costs and long term perenniallity . But, for safety-
related systems, using high level COTS products (such as industrial PLD or MMI system)
leads usually to difficulties to reach a "sufficient" confidence level in the final system.
Moreover, these industrial systems evolve in the sense of a ever increasing complexity, to
cope with the market objectives. Hence, if the designer uses a high level industrial product,
the effort to demonstrate and maintain on the long term the confidence - particularly the
compliance with (future) IEC880 class B requirements- could lead to unacceptable long term
costs.

To answer these problems usually encountered by designers, an alternative approach
could be to:
• limit the functionalities of the system to what fulfils the "reasonable" needs of the

application (and not what is commercially available, even at low initial cost). In this
approach we limit the overall complexity of the system.

• limit the specific parts of the system (i.e. non-COTS part) to the "minimum reasonable"
allowing to get the low costs and long term perrenialty of industrial COTS while keeping
specific parts qualified by years of use on reactor.

For our future programs, we plan to introduce COTS only in low level layers (standard
boards, busses, firmware,...) compliant to de-facto standards (as VME, POSIX,....) while re-
using existing application functional layers. These functional layers have obviously less
functionality than the current state-of-art industrial products .... but this functionality fulfils
the needs of reactor operation.

This approach tries to maintain the system complexity as low as possible - to achieve
dependability objectives- and, meanwhile, to introduce standard COTS to achieve the costs
objectives.

Even with that "limited" approach to COTS introduction, some technical problem
remains. COTS components, even at low level layers, generally cannot be certified through
IEC standards approach since their design and validation process is unknown. The project
GUARDS described hereafter aims at helping the validation process of such systems
providing architecture, mechanism "on top" of COTS low level layers to deal with:
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• redundancy management/ synchronisation
• firewalling (temporal and spatial)
• schedulability analysis

3. THE GUARDS PROJECT

3.1 Objectives

The overall objectives of the GUARDS project is to design an architecture for safety-
critical and safety-related real-time systems providing :

• Generosity: to allow the architecture to be instanciated in various industrial domains by
using reusable hardware and software components;

• Dependability : to substantiate the confidence one can place in the resulting systems;
• Real-time : to support systems characterised by hard timing and scheduling constraints;
• Validation : to ease demonstration of the expected properties;
• Certification : to comply with emerging standards.

To achieve this goal GUARDS provides a consistent set of methods, techniques and tools.

3.2 Organisation

The GUARDS project is developed in the framework of the European Community
ESPRIT project. The GUARDS consortium includes 8 partners. Three major industrial
companies (End-users) in the Space, Railways and Nuclear fields lead the project. A careful
specification of their needs forms the basis from wich appropriate mechanisms and
architecture are identified and studied by academic partners. These mechanisms are then
refined into hardware and software components developed by the three End-users, with the
support of Technology providers' expertise and tools

• End-users
- Technicatome, Aix-en Provence (France)
- Matra Marconi Space , Toulouse (France)
- Ansaldo Trasporti, Genova (Italy)
• Technology providers :
- Intecs Sistemi, Pisa (Italy)
- Siemens AG Osterreich, Wien (Austria)
• Academics
- LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse (France)
- PDCC, Pisa (Italy)
- University of York, York (UK)
- University of Ulm (subcontractor of Technicatome)

3.3 Generic architecture

To fulfil the various requirements of the three end users and in particular to be able to
tolerate both physical and design faults, the GUARDS architecture is structured around three
main dimensions : Channel redundancy, multiplicity inside a channel, Software Integrity level
inside each CPU.
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The channel dimension C provides primary fault containment regions, and is designed to
take into account carefully identified fault models (including the so-called Byzantine faults).
According to the number of channels, several kinds of GUARDS instances may be envisaged.
For example:

• Two-channel instances can be used to implement the classic duplication-and-comparison
scheme, in order to ensure safety.

• Three-channel instances can be used to implement the well-known Triple Modular
Redundancy scheme, in order to improve reliability or availability without degrading
safety.

• Four-channel instances can provide additional flexibility, by widening the spectrum of
applicable interactive consistency algorithms.

The multiplicity dimension M defines secondary fault containment regions, by
decomposing each channel into several independent processor boards, which can then be used
to improve either availability or fault diagnosis capabilities of the channel. The multiplicity
dimension can also be used to improve performance (through parallel processing), or to
implement COTS diversification.

The integrity dimension I prevents the propagation of errors from low-level integrity
software to high-level integrity software. This dimension allows high critical and low critical
softwares to share the same processor, without forcing the low critical part to be validated as
if it were highly critical (solution commonly used, but not very cost effective).

The whole generic architecture is shown bellow, where the shaded boxes spot the
GUARDS-specific components which may need some specialised non-COTS hardware.

3.4 Components

To host an end-user application, an instance of architecture is supported by a set of
GUARDS components implementing the needed dependability mechanisms.

The clock synchronisation component allow the different channels to be tightly
synchronised.

The Inter-Channel Network (ICN) manager component executes the inter-channel
exchange protocols (Byzantine Agreement protocol where one channel broadcasts its private
value, and Interactive Consistency protocol where each channel broadcasts its private value).
These protocols are able to tolerate arbitrary faults even in a three-channel instance, by using
authenticated messages.
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The ICN manager also performs the fault diagnosis and fault passivation activities at the
inter-channel level. For example in an instance of 3 or more channels, the fault diagnosis
algorithm used is decomposed in two phases : one accumulation phase where detected errors
are locally collected by each channel, and one consolidation phase where cumulated error
status are exchanged across channels in order to reach a global consensus. It ensures
correctness (no non-faulty channel is diagnosed as faulty) but not completeness (some
Byzantine faults are demonstrably un-diagnosable). The fault passivation algorithm is
decomposed in two steps : isolation and then if necessary switch-off. First, isolation orders are
sent by each non-faulty channel through the ICN and executed by the faulty channel as soon as
it receives such orders from at least two different remote channels. Second, if the isolation
fails because of a «too faulty » channel unable to isolate itself, switch-off orders are sent
through dedicated hardware links and cause the faulty channel to be unconditionally powered
off.

The output data consolidation component consolidates the individual outputs of the
different channels. This component is designed in a way ensuring its independence from the
end-users field-specific outputs. In case of a detected false command, the corresponding
channel is immediately passivated.

The multi-level integrity component manages the different integrity levels. It ensures that
no information can flow from low-integrity levels to high-integrity levels, except through
special validation procedures (used to solve the issue of the progressive degradation of the
integrity level of data). It also supports spatial, temporal and access firewalling: spatial
firewalling is implemented by a Memory Management Unit and ensures that no illegal
read/write access occurs in memory ; temporal and access firewalling are implemented by
budget timers and capability checks and ensures that a low integrity software cannot prevent a
high integrity software to be scheduled or to access some shared resource.

Other components support the multiplicity dimension (error detection and recovery at the
intra-channel level, real-time scheduling of the different software tasks inside each channel),
filter the intermittent errors (both at the inter and the intra-channel levels) and manage the
Input / Output devices.

4. CONCLUSION

For at least 10 years it's obvious that digital technology is cost-effective, and improve
the safety in safety-critical systems( IEC1226 A class), assuming a stringent effort in
maintaining the design simple, and assuming a high level of quality in designing, testing,
qualifying and licensing.

But the safety of the plant always implies more than safety-critical I&C. It's why
safety-related systems (IEC 1226 B or C) are more and more implied in the
qualification/licensing process. All Nuclear designers have to face this problem, but it's
especially true for shipborne reactors, since the power availability is a key factor for platform
safety.

The usual approach to this problem is to use a simplified and classified system as a
back-up of the normal state-of-art unclassified (or low classified) system. This is not
satisfying from the point of view of human factor management.
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The approach we promote is to consider that the « normal system » (and often the only
system) for automating and monitoring of the plant must be kept as simple as possible, even if
it doesn't offer the state-of art functionality in process automating and monitoring. This
allows, with a reasonable effort in the validation process of to get a justified confidence in its
qualification to class B requirements.

The consequence of such a choice is to reduce the capability of finding in open market
a industrial-off-the-shelf system able to be licensed to such application. One answer is
proposed that combine:

• COTS components at low level layers to get the hardware costs and perenialty of open
market. This layer evolves at market rate, but remains compliant to de-facto standards (e.g.
VME, POSIX,..)

• GUARDS architecture and mechanisms at medium level layer aiming at helping the
demonstration of compliance to non functional requirements of the system (safety,
availability, real-time,....)

• Specific pre-validated Software, at functional layer, kept as simple as possible and
qualified by years of experience on reactors. This layer evolves only when a actual need
appears, and doesn't follow the rush to more and more functionality.
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